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Introduction

On August 12, 2020, President Trump announced his intent to nominate 
Kathryn Kimball Mizelle to the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of 
Florida. If confirmed, she would take the seat of Judge Virginia M. Hernandez 
Covington, who took senior status on July 7, 2020. Mizelle has an appalling 
lack of qualifications to be a district court judge; the only apparent rationale 
for nomination is her extreme ideology and connection to high ranking 
ultraconservatives, not the ability to be a fair and unbiased jurist.  Alliance for 
Justice strongly opposes her confirmation. 

Mizelle graduated from University of Florida Law School in 2012. After law 
school, she clerked for Judge James Moody in the Middle District of Florida, 
Judge William Pryor on the Eleventh Circuit, Greg Katsas on the D.C. Circuit, 
and Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas. She served for brief stints at the 
U.S. Attorney’s Office in Virginia and Tax Division at the Justice Department, 
before serving as Counsel to the Associate Attorney General from 2017-2018.  
Since 2019, she has been an associate at Jones Day.

Lack of Experience

The law firm Jones Day, where Mizelle serves as an associate, believes an 
attorney should have a minimum of nine and a half years of experience before 
being considered for partner. Mizelle graduated law school just eight years ago; 
and she spent four of those eight years clerking. During her entire career, she 
has tried two cases to verdict; she was co-counsel in one and associate counsel 
in the other. By her own admission, she has conducted the direct examination 
of only one expert witness. 

She does not appear to have been entrusted by her firm or any client to be 
lead counsel, appear before a jury, defend or take witness depositions, argue 
motions or appeals at any level, select a jury, try a case, or otherwise handle 
the types of responsibilities that judges are expected to oversee. Her only 
experience highlighted on her firm’s website is a brief to the D.C. Circuit, where 
she is listed fourth in seniority.  

In Senate paperwork, Mizelle emphasized her work in the Tax Division at the 
Justice Department, stating “I represented the United States in criminal cases 

Alliance for Justice Report:  
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/president-donald-j-trump-announces-judicial-nominees-081220/
https://www.nalpdirectory.com/employer_profile?FormID=12042&QuestionTabID=37&SearchCondJSON=
https://abovethelaw.com/2020/08/latest-trump-judicial-nominee-clerked-last-year/
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizelle-SJQ-p.-17.pdf
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizelle-SJQ-p.-17.pdf
https://www.chamberlitigation.com/sites/default/files/cases/files/20202020/U.S.%20Chamber%2C%20et%20al.%20Amicus%20Brief%20--%20In%20re%20AFL-CIO%20%28D.C.%20Circuit%29.pdf
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizelle-SJQ-p.-16.pdf
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during investigation, trial court proceedings, appeals, and post-conviction 
litigation.” Yet, she conceded in a recent interview that, instead of gaining 
valuable courtroom experience, “most of the time was spent reviewing 
documents and preparing for witness interviews or grand jury.” 

In her own words, her work history is that of a junior lawyer and is decidedly not 
meaningful preparation for managing a trial courtroom or the awesome power 
of determining the rights, liberty, or in some cases, life of litigants as a judge.

A comparison is useful. In 2012, Obama nominated Stephanie Rose, 39, to be a 
district court judge in Iowa, the youngest judge at the time. Rose, who enjoyed 
bipartisan support, including from Senator Chuck Grassley, had been a career 
federal prosecutor for 12 years, had been involved in over 800 criminal cases - at 
least 250 as lead counsel – and 45 civil cases. She tried 33 cases to verdict. A far 
cry from the two cases Mizelle participated in as co-counsel. 

Given her lack of experience, it becomes clear that Mizelle was nominated 
because of her right-wing ideology and ultraconservative credentials, not 
her ability to be a fair and unbiased jurist.

Health Care
Donald Trump has made clear that one of his litmus tests is to appoint judges 
who, if given the opportunity, will erode the health care of the American people.  

It is telling that the only experience listed on her law firm biography page is 
a brief filed on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce opposing a request by 
the AFL-CIO that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
establish emergency safety procedures in workplaces to protect workers during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. In response to the AFL-CIO’s request, Mizelle assisted 
with a brief arguing that OSHA’s existing standards were enough to protect 
workers from the highly contagious virus. A panel on the D.C. Circuit, which 
included Trump judge Neomi Rao, rejected the AFL-CIO’s request. 

At an event this year introducing Justice Clarence Thomas, whom Mizelle 
clerked for and taught a class with, Mizelle introduced her former boss as, 
“the greatest living American.” In addition to his consistent rulings against 
equality for women and LGBTQ Americans, voting rights, immigrants, workers, 
consumers, and the environment, Justice Thomas would have held the entire 
ACA unconstitutional and ripped health insurance from millions, including 
people with preexisting conditions. 

At the same event, Mizelle introduced Trump nominee Judge Gregory Katsas, 
for whom she also clerked, and said of him, “I am convinced there is no human 
being better to serve on that court.” Prior to his confirmation to the D.C. 
Circuit, Katsas’ most significant work as a lawyer was representing the National 
Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) in its challenge to the ACA in NFIB 
v. Sebelius. Like Justice Thomas, had he been successful, millions of Americans 
would have lost health insurance and critical protections against insurance 

https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizelle-Attachments-s.pdf
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/StephanieRose-PublicQuestionnaire.pdf
https://globegazette.com/news/national/rose-sworn-in-as-nations-youngest-federal-judge/article_59db0fbc-2e0b-11e2-a4ea-001a4bcf887a.html
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-statement-nomination-stephanie-rose-be-united-states-district-judge
https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/614472830969880576?lang=en
https://www.jonesday.com/en/lawyers/m/mizelle-kathryn?tab=experience
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/InreAmericanFederationofLaboraDocketNo2001158DCCirMay182020CourtD?1597359890
https://www.chamberlitigation.com/sites/default/files/cases/files/20202020/U.S.%20Chamber%2C%20et%20al.%20Amicus%20Brief%20--%20In%20re%20AFL-CIO%20%28D.C.%20Circuit%29.pdf
https://d12v9rtnomnebu.cloudfront.net/diveimages/No._20-1158.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvmGHEYmXSQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=11973730494168859869&q=+567+U.S.+519&hl=en&as_sdt=20006
https://www.protectourcare.org/fact-sheet-on-trump-lawsuit-to-overturn-aca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvmGHEYmXSQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=11973730494168859869&q=+567+U.S.+519&hl=en&as_sdt=20006
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=11973730494168859869&q=+567+U.S.+519&hl=en&as_sdt=20006
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companies would have been eviscerated. 

It says a lot about her own values that the two judges she so deeply admires 
have worked so tirelessly to erode health care. 

Ultraconservative Credentials
Mizelle has clerked for some of the most conservative judges – William Pryor, 
Greg Katsas and Clarence Thomas. She worked under Jeff Sessions in the 
Justice Department and was involved in advancing an anti-civil rights agenda. 
Her husband is acting general counsel of the Department of Homeland 
Security, an “ally” of Stephen Miller. She personally knows Carrie Severino, chief 
counsel at the Judicial Crisis Network. 

Like other Trump nominees, moreover, she has strong ties to the 
ultraconservative Federalist Society. She has been a member since 2012 and 
spent three years on the D.C. Young Lawyers Chapter Steering Committee. 
She is also a member of the lesser known Teneo Network, described by the 
National Review as ”a network of young conservatives, doing what they can 
to advance conservative principles.” Teneo described itself as “an organization 
of exceptional young professionals under 40 years of age committed to 
advancing conservative and libertarian ideas.” Members “commit ourselves 
to...innovative applications of conservative principles.” In 2017, she was a fellow 
with the Claremont Institute, an organization whose president believes that 
“multiculturalism and its politics of identity pose an existential threat to the 
American political order.” Most recently, the Claremont Institute has been 
behind a “birther” campaign against Kamala Harris, which is falsely claiming 
Harris is not a U.S. citizen because she is the child of immigrants. 

Civil Rights
Mizelle served as Counsel to the Associate Attorney at the Department of 
Justice under Attorney General Jeff Sessions. There, she “advised on litigation 
handled by the Department’s Civil and Civil Rights Divisions.” Sessions’ most 
notable legacy as Attorney General was his work eroding critical civil rights, 
defending Trump’s Muslim travel ban, filling a brief arguing that civil rights laws 
do not protect individuals from discrimination based on their sexual orientation 
or gender identity, and rescinding guidance protecting transgender Americans. 
He withdrew the Department’s position that Texas had adopted a voter ID 
law for discriminatory reasons and sided with Ohio’s voter purge designed to 
make it more difficult for minorities to vote. He also dropped oversight of police 
departments that have a pattern or practice of unconstitutional policing.

During the Senate confirmation process, the Senate has an obligation to 
determine exactly which matters she worked on at the Justice Department 
in order to probe her own commitment to proper application of some of our 
nation’s most critical laws, which she will be charged with applying as a judge.

https://abovethelaw.com/2020/08/latest-trump-judicial-nominee-clerked-last-year/
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Law360-33-Year-Old-Trump-Judicial-Pick-Attacked-Over-Experience.pdf
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/12/politics/chad-mizelle-department-of-homeland-security/index.html
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Law360-33-Year-Old-Trump-Judicial-Pick-Attacked-Over-Experience.pdf
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizelle-SJQ-8-10.pdf
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizelle-SJQ-p.-5.pdf
https://www.nationalreview.com/2015/10/austin-journal-jay-nordlinger/
https://web.archive.org/web/20141225174430/http:/www.teneonetwork.com:80/about.php#mission
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizell-SJQ-p.-4.pdf
https://americanmind.org/essays/defend-america-defeat-multiculturalism/
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/08/kamala-harris-birther-birthright-citizenship-claremont.html
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Mizelle-SJQ-p.-16.pdf
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/06/sessions/563006/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/02/jeff-sessions-has-long-feared-muslim-immigrants/516069/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/27/nyregion/justice-department-gays-workplace.html
https://www.vox.com/identities/2017/10/5/16429800/trump-sessions-transgender-workers
https://www.nbcdfw.com/news/local/lawyer-white-house-to-no-longer-contest-texas-voter-id-law/55404/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/justice-department-reverses-position-to-allow-ohio-to-purge-inactive-voters-from-rolls/2017/08/08/e93c5116-7c35-11e7-9d08-b79f191668ed_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/08/us/politics/sessions-limits-consent-decrees.html
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Extreme Views
Mizelle takes an extreme approach to her originalist legal philosophy. In 
remarks to the Federalist Society, she discussed how she prepared for her 
clerkship with Justice Thomas, explaining, “by night I studied the original 
meaning of the constitution, like whether paper money is constitutional. It is 
not.” Proponents of such a view argue that the Constitution grants Congress 
the power “to coin Money, [and] regulate the Value thereof,” however, it does 
not allow for the creation of paper with monetary value. Of course, for 150 years 
paper money has been recognized as constitutional; and, it is obviously the 
basis for the entire U.S., and world, economy. 

As the American Anti-Defamation League (ADL) has pointed out, Mizelle’s 
view is widely held among “an extreme anti-government movement whose 
members believe the government has no authority over them.” Such a belief is 
extreme and dangerous. Robert Bork himself noted, “if a judge today were to 
decide that paper money is unconstitutional, we would think he ought to be 
accompanied not by a law clerk but by a guardian.” As Trump judge Amy Coney 
Barrett put it: “Adherence to originalism arguably requires, for example, the 
dismantling of the administrative state, the invalidation of paper money, and 
the reversal of Brown v. Board of Education.” 

To believe that paper money is unconstitutional because the word “coinage” 
but not “paper” appears in the Constitution likely means that, for Mizelle, any 
power or right not expressly stated or enumerated in the constitution must 
not exist. It raises serious questions about Mizelle’s commitment to proper 
application of scores of constitutional rights and protections that are essential 
to ensuring civil rights, reproductive rights, LGBTQ equality, Social Security, and 
the federal government’s ability to protect the health and safety of its citizens. 

In fact, Mizelle considers Justice Scalia’s comment that Justice Thomas is 
a “blood-thirsty originalist” to be a compliment, and has praised Thomas’ 
“courage” in taking “the commitment to originalism to new heights . . . 
regardless of outcome.” As noted above, Thomas has fought civil rights and 
protections for women and LGBTQ Americans. In recent years, Justice Thomas 
has argued against respecting decades of precedent established by Supreme 
Court decisions, including Batson v. Kentucky, which prohibited striking jurors 
from serving on a jury based on race; Gideon v. Wainwright, which established 
a criminal defendants’ right to effective counsel; and Mapp v. Ohio, which 
held that “all evidence obtained by searches and seizures in violation of the 
Constitution is, by that same authority, inadmissible in a state court.” He has 
also argued that the Voting Rights Act doesn’t apply to redistricting. 

If this is the commitment to “originalism” Mizelle celebrates and intends to 
emulate, if she is confirmed millions of people in Florida will have their rights 
eroded for decades to come. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvmGHEYmXSQ
https://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/FEATURE_-LOCAL-CURRENCY_-A-LEGAL-AND-POLICY-ANALYSIS_-5.pdf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/79/457
https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.adl.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fdocuments%2Fassets%2Fpdf%2Fcombating-hate%2FLawless-Ones-2012-Edition-WEB-final.pdf&data=02%7C01%7Cmolly.greathead%40afj.org%7C76e3e4f431f74efece0c08d8486517ff%7Ce88300319c4b42a7b1d65164b67a40b9%7C0%7C0%7C637338946329081903&sdata=hYBsJeR1Pn%2BrYfeyBlqHOyNqBUtOo4XlGyFnhd6D31M%3D&reserved=0
https://books.google.com/books?id=GaAqR22vJLEC&pg=PA84&lpg=PA84&dq=Robert+Bork+%E2%80%9Cif+a+judge+today+were+to+decide+that+paper+money+is+unconstitutional,+we+would+think+he+ought+to+be+accompanied+not+by+a+law+clerk+but+by+a+guardian.%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=G30w2ZrB9r&sig=ACfU3U1-atZezaq28AmfMvJSLeG-k6xx1Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj7gojp0rTrAhWkmuAKHQZuArAQ6AEwAXoECAYQAQ#v=onepage&q=Robert%20Bork%20%E2%80%9Cif%20a%20judge%20today%20were%20to%20decide%20that%20paper%20money%20is%20unconstitutional%2C%20we%20would%20think%20he%20ought%20to%20be%20accompanied%20not%20by%20a%20law%20clerk%20but%20by%20a%20guardian.%E2%80%9D&f=false
https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1619&context=jcl
https://scholarship.law.unc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4323&context=nclr
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvmGHEYmXSQ
https://www.afj.org/article/so-long-stare-decisis/
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/476/79/
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=694784363938594707&q=Gideon+v.+Wainwright,+372+U.S.+335+(1963)&hl=en&as_sdt=20006
https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar_case?case=589965672959279882&q=mapp+v.+ohio&hl=en&as_sdt=20006
https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar_case?case=1655791624544315920&q=abbott+v.+perez&hl=en&as_sdt=20006
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Conclusion
Mizelle lacks the necessary legal experience to take a lifetime seat on the federal 
bench. It is clear from her lack of experience that she was nominated solely 
because she has demonstrated her commitment to advancing the conservative 
interests of the moment and undermining the civil rights of everyday 
Americans. The Senate should oppose her confirmation to the bench.


